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LED TAIL LAMP  
**60 DIODE**  
FMVSS: STT  

**FEATURES:**  
- Grommet mount  
- Hard wired 3-way molded plug  

**MATERIAL:**  
- Polycarbonate lens  
- ABS housing  

**LIGHT SOURCE:**  
- 60 light emitting diodes  
- Tested at 12.8V  

---

LED TAIL LAMP  
**52 DIODE**  
FMVSS: STT  

**FEATURES:**  
- Grommet mount  
- Hard wired 3-way molded plug  
- Available in flange mount  

**MATERIAL:**  
- Polycarbonate lens  
- ABS housing  

**LIGHT SOURCE:**  
- 52 light emitting diodes  
- Tested at 12.8V  

---

LED TAIL LAMP  
**10 DIODE**  
FMVSS: STT  

**FEATURES:**  
- Grommet mount  
- Available with  
  - Hard wired 3-way molded plug  
  - Standard plug  
  - Red Diodes / White Lens  
  - White Diodes / Red Lens  
  - Bare wire  

**MATERIAL:**  
- PMMA lens  
- ABS housing  

**LIGHT SOURCE:**  
- 10 light emitting diodes  
- Tested at 12.8V
6" OVAL LAMP

LED TAIL LAMP
10 DIODE
FMVSS: STT P2

FEATURES:
- Surface mount
- 3 bare wire
- Available with snap-on chrome plastic bezel

MATERIAL:
- PMMA lens
- ABS housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
- 10 light emitting diodes
- Tested at 12.8V

L15-0024R
- 18" wire with 0.18" bullet ends

WP-B0042B
- Chrome Plastic Bezel

LED FRONT PARK TURN LAMP
52 DIODE
FMVSS: I P

FEATURES:
- Grommet mount
- Hard wired 3-way molded plug
- Available in flange mount

MATERIAL:
- Polycarbonate lens
- ABS housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
- 52 light emitting diodes
- Tested at 12.8V

L15-0035
L15-0029
L15-0034
L15-0036

FMVSS: E2, A

LED MID TURN SIGNAL /
MARKER LAMP
9 DIODE
FMVSS: P2 A E2

FEATURES:
- Grommet mount
- Standard plug
- Reflective lens

MATERIAL:
- Polycarbonate lens
- Polycarbonate housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
- 9 light emitting diodes
- Tested at 12.8V

L14-0076A
L14-0078A

Surface mount
LED FRONT TURN PARK LAMP
10 DIODE
FMVSS: P I I 6

FEATURES:
• Grommet mount
• Standard plug

MATERIAL:
• PMMA lens
• ABS housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
• 10 light emitting diodes
• Tested at 12.8V

L15-0055 w/ Standard plug

LED TURN LAMP
25 DIODE
FMVSS: AUXILIARY

FEATURES:
• Grommet mount
• Hard wired 3-way molded plug
• Sequential arrows flash and chase

MATERIAL:
• PMMA lens
• ABS housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
• 25 light emitting diodes
• Tested at 12.8V

L03-0077A

LED BACKUP LAMP
45 DIODE
FMVSS: R (2)

FEATURES:
• Grommet mount
• Hard wired 3-way molded plug

MATERIAL:
• Polycarbonate lens
• ABS housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
• 45 light emitting diodes
• Tested at 12.8V

L16-0027

BLUE LED AUXILIARY LAMP
60 DIODE
FMVSS: AUXILIARY

FEATURES:
• Grommet mount
• Hard wired 3-way molded plug

MATERIAL:
• Polycarbonate lens
• ABS housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
• 60 light emitting diodes
• Tested at 12.8V

L16-0020
**LED Utility Lamp 10 Diode**

FMVSS: AUXILIARY

- FEATURES:
  - Grommet mount
  - Hard wired 3-way molded plug
  - Available in surface mount with 2 bare wire

- MATERIAL:
  - PMMA lens
  - ABS housing

- LIGHT SOURCE:
  - 10 light emitting diodes
  - Tested at 12.8V

L16-0105
- Standard Plug Option

**Incandescent Turn Lamp**

FMVSS: A E P2

- FEATURES:
  - Grommet mount
  - Standard plug
  - Reflective lens

- MATERIAL:
  - Polycarbonate lens
  - ABS housing

- LIGHT SOURCE:
  - 1 bulb, #1157
  - Tested at 12.8V

**Incandescent Tail Lamp**

- FEATURES:
  - Grommet mount
  - Standard plug

- MATERIAL:
  - Polycarbonate lens
  - ABS housing

- LIGHT SOURCE:
  - 1T-L6R
    - 1 bulb, #1157
    - Tested at 12.8V
  - 1T-L6A
    - 1 bulb, #1156
    - Tested at 12.8V
  - 1T-L6C
    - 1 bulb, #1156
    - Tested at 12.8V
  - 1T-L65R
    - 1 bulb, #1157
    - Tested at 12.8V

- KIT NUMBERS:
  - Kit includes grommet and Pigtail
  - 1T-600A
    - Amber Light
  - 1T-600R
    - Red Light
    - Passes STT, S2, T2, I6, C
  - 1T-600C
    - White (Backup) Light
  - 1T-650R
    - Red Light
ITEMS AVAILABLE:

**WP-B05B Bezel**
- Chrome plated plastic

**WP-B18B Bezel**
- Stainless steel

**WP-BV09B Bezel**
- Chrome plated plastic with visor

**1T-G6M Grommet**
- 7 5/8" x 3" x 1"
- Black rubber

**1M-V-398 Pigtail**
- 2 wire; 1 bare, 1 eyelet

**1M-V-399 Pigtail**
- 3 wire; 2 bare, 1 eyelet

---

**LED STROBE LAMP**

**24 DIODE**

**FMVSS: FPM 64.8 HZ W-2**

**FEATURES:**
- Grommet Mount
- Standard plug

**MATERIAL:**
- ABS Plastic base
- PMMA lens